Analysis and Classification for EEG Patterns of Force Motor Imagery Using Movement Related Cortical Potentials.
Motor imagery-based BCIs are the most natural human-computer interaction paradigms. In recent years, researchers have tried to decode the kinetic information of motor imagery. In this paper, we analyzed and discriminated the EEG patterns of different force levels motor imagery using MRCPs. In the experiment, nine healthy subjects were required to perform the hand force motor imagery tasks (30% MVC and 10% MVC). From the view of MRCPs, the most significant discrimination between the two levels of mental tasks was the manifestation of motor planning. The average classification accuracy for features involving both MRCP and CSP was 78.3%, which was 8.5% higher than the CSP-based features (p¡0.001) and 2% higher than the MRCP-based features. The results demonstrated the feasibility of using MRCPs for hand force motor imagery classification.